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Most condensed matter textbooks start by introducing crystal symmetries and the periodic lattice as 
foundational to the field. Yet, it has long been known that the amorphous structure supports ferromagnetism, 
superconductivity, and a host of other condensed matter properties. Superconductivity theory was famously 
expanded from the original Bloch wave pairing to be described as pairing of electrons with time-reversed 
wavefunctions to enable explanation of superconductivity in amorphous systems where electrons in the normal 
state have a mean free path of approximately an interatomic spacing. Turning to magnetism, it has long been 
known that ferromagnetism is robust to disorder, and that amorphous materials support ferromagnetism much 
as do crystalline systems, including such technologically important properties as magnetic anisotropy. An 
exception is Fe, where amorphous Fe-based alloys are nearly all frustrated spin glasses, attributed to the mix 
of ferro- and antiferro-magnetic exchange coupling for different nearest neighbor distances.  
 
We have discovered a perhaps even more remarkable exception: amorphous Fe-Si and related alloys, where 
magnetization, anomalous Hall effect (AHE), and spin polarization at the Fermi surface are significantly larger 
than crystalline counterparts. This is generally explainable in terms of local bonding structures, but a 
remarkable result has emerged: the anomalous Hall conductivity, when suitably normalized by magnetization 
and number of charge carriers, is independent of the longitudinal conductivity.  We have shown that the AHE is 
an intrinsic mechanism, which is remarkable because it indicates a local atomic level description of a Berry 
phase, resulting in an intrinsic AHE in a system that lacks lattice periodicity. The large AHE thus originates from 
symmetry breaking and spin hall coupling at a local level (a local Berry phase), which is typically not expected 
in materials lacking long range order. 
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